ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of a metroplex, a grouping of airports in close geographic proximity, are governed by a complex underlying framework of airport regulatory guidance, competition, and feasibility constraints. Efficiency is gaining increased importance in metroplex operations, since up to three times the current traffic demand for the U.S. national airspace is expected by 2025 (Technology Pathways, 2005 FAA and MITRE Corporation, 2007) . Expanding existing or building new airports is not only an expensive and time consuming task, but more critically it is often geographically infeasible due to space limitations in high demand city centers and urban areas. In order to alleviate congestion while maintaining connectivity to desired destinations, airport operations must be tuned as closely to optimal conditions as possible. Moreover, future airspace management systems are likely to consolidate air transportation decisions at the metroplex rather than individual airports. Efficient operation of a metroplex introduces several challenging, dependent, sub-problems at each individual airport including, runway configuration management (Provan and Atkins, 2010) , surface operations (Tsao and Pratama, 2011) , arrival and departure scheduling (Atkin, Burke, Greenwood and Reeson, 2008) and gate assignments (Das, 2009) . This paper addresses the Runway Configuration Management (RCM) problem. Air traffic controllers must make decisions regarding when to change from one configuration of runways to another. Runways are numbered between 01 and 36. Runway numbers are found by rounding one tenth of the magnetic azimuth of the runway's heading. For example, a runway numbered 09 points east (85-95°). If there is more than one runway pointing in the same direction (parallel runways), each runway is identified by appending Left (L), Center (C) and Right (R) to the number. Figure 1 shows the FAA airport diagram for the John F. Kennedy (JFK) International airport. There are two pairs of orthogonal runways: 4L, 22R, 4R, 22L, 13R, 31L, 13L and 31R. Each runway may be used for arrivals only, departures only, or a mixed arrival and departure pattern. For example, 31R | 31L, is a runway configuration in which 31R is used only for arrivals and 31L is used only for departures. Usually, runways before "|" are used for arrivals and those after it are for departures.
We call an RCM problem strategic if the planning window is five hours or more and tactical if the planning window is less than five hours. The tactical RCM problem requires detailed information about each planned arrival and departure in the time window and does not lend itself to a closed form performance metric. Thorne and Kincaid (2012) describe a heuristic search procedure for the tactical RCM problem that relies on a scenario based Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate each proposed configuration change. The focus in this paper is the strategic RCM problem in which the use of aggregate arrival and departure information leads to a closed form performance metric. For a five hour planning time scale, determining when to change from one runway configuration to another does not require detailed information of individual flights. Instead, aggregate arrival and departure demand is sufficient. There are two reasons for this. First, cumulative overall system performance rather than individual flight performance is the objective of interest in strategic RCM. Second, system uncertainties prohibit a fine level of detail for future planning. Hereafter, when we refer to the RCM problem we mean the strategic RCM problem.
Changing runway configurations impacts airport arrival and departure capacities since each runway configuration has a different RCCE. Determining when to change from one configuration to another is complicated by a dynamic system rich with uncertainty. It is therefore not possible to deterministically forecast configurations in which to operate throughout the day. Weather conditions such as wind speed, wind direction, and cloud cover ceiling are among the most influential characteristics governing configurations available for use. The demand for aircraft arrivals and departures in each time period further limits the number of feasible configurations. Additionally, environmental constraints such as noise and nofly restrictions over populated areas are often present at varying times of the day. Regardless of the system's dynamic nature, the ability to generate a schedule of configuration changes is essential. RCM models are an attempt to provide air traffic controllers with a tool to assist in the scheduling of configuration changes. The main goal of this paper is to develop an RCM model that provides a mechanism for addressing uncertainty in the arrival demand in each planning time period.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 key terms and definitions needed to describe the optimization models for RCM are provided as well as a summary of a previous RCM model (Weld, Duarte, and Kincaid, 2010) . This model is extended in section 3 by adding uncertainty to the arrival demand in all planning time periods via a robust optimization approach. Section 4 contains a description of how our computational experiments are conducted. A small example is provided in section 5 to illustrate both the robust optimization model described in section 3 and the computational experiment procedure in section 4. In section 6 computational results for the full JFK dataset are provided for the robust optimization model. A comparison with the solutions found by the earlier model described in section 2 is also provided. We close in section 7 with a summary and an evaluation of strategic RCM models.
DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS WORK
The following terms and definitions are used in the RCM problem formulations given in this section and in section 3. The RCM models described in this paper use aggregate traffic demand projections in uniform time increments several hours into the future. Aggregating traffic over the next five hours into 20 equal time windows, for example, is a sufficient level of detail for strategic runway configuration management decisions. The time intervals, and significant data associated with them are: Runway Capacity Configuration Envelopes, RCCEs (de Neufville and Odoni, 2003) , are a configuration dependent series of piecewise segments limiting arrival and departure capacities during a given time period. Real world RCCEs are theorized to be entirely concave. Each linear segment is defined by the parameters α, β, and γ such that:
where α jk > 0 , β jk ≤ 0 , and γ jk ≥ 0 , with parameters indexed by configuration k , for each time period t and for each line segment Figure 2 is an example of RCCE with three linear segments describing the capacity for arrivals and departures of a runway configuration in one time period. The horizontal and vertical axes express departure capacity and arrival capacity respectively. The points labeled 1 and 2 are examples of two demand patterns. Point 1 is satisfied by this runway configuration, but point 2 is not. Consequently, another configuration is needed to satisfy the arrival and departure demand represented by point 2. This idea allows for a straightforward series of linear constraints to approximate RCCEs within our optimization model through a combination of piecewise linear segments. Availability of configurations and their associated RCCEs are modeled by a set of binary integer variables. If the RCCE is active, the binary variable z kt for configuration k , in time period t is set to 1. Additional variables x y u t t t , , and v t , are also required to model met and unmet demand:
K t = set of all configurations available in time period t z kt = 1if configuration k is chosen in time period t othe 0 r rwise
( y t , x t ) = number of arrival, y , and departure, x , demand met in time period t ( u t , v t ) = unmet arrival, u , and departure, v , demand in time period t J k = set of RCCE line segments available for configuration k
More detailed information concerning RCCEs can be found in Weld, Duarte and Kincaid (2010) .
The initial mathematical programming model for an RCM problem was given by Bertsimas, Frankovich and Odoni (2009 , , , and z kt are defined in the previous section. The parameter M is a suitably chosen large value. The objective function (1) aims to minimize the weighted total of unmet arrival and departure demand experienced through runway configuration (equivalently RCCE) selections over all time periods. We note that u v 0 0 0 = = . Constraints (2) and (3) ensure conservation of demand (i.e. demand at t , plus carryover demand from t − 1 , minus demand satisfied at t , does not exceed unmet demand for t ) for arrivals and departures, respectively. Constraint (4) ensures at most one configuration is selected for each time interval. Constraint (5) defines the appropriate RCCE, while constraints (6) through (8) describe the switching cost incurred by transitioning to configuration k at time t . The variable s kt = 1 − p ij if configuration j is switched from configuration i at time t (and 0 otherwise) captures the cost of switching to configuration k at time t . When a configuration change is made, constraints (6), (7), and (8) assign s kt a value between 0 and 1 which is then used to decrease the frontier represented by constraint (5). The interested reader is referred to Weld, Duarte, and Kincaid (2010) for a detailed description of the MDTC model (Box 1).
ROBUST OPTIMIZATION MODEL
In this section we formulate a robust optimization model that is derived from the MDTC model. The robust model in this section captures the uncertainty in the arrival demand for all time periods. Robust optimization can be traced back to Soyster (1973) . A significant step forward in developing a theory for robust optimization was taken independently by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1998 , 1999 , 2000 , El-Ghaoui and Lebret (1997) , and El-Ghaoui, Oustry and Lebret (1998) . The ideas behind our robust optimization model (ROM) are inspired by the work of Bertsimas and Sim (2004) and Bertsimas and Thiele (2006) .
Firstly, we rewrite the MDTC model in an equivalent form. The u t is written in closed form:
In contrast to the MDTC model where u t is non-negative and reflects the accumulated unmet arrival demand in period t , u t in the ROM model is unrestricted in sign. When u t ≥ 0 , the meaning is the same as in the MDTC model. However, when u t < 0 its value represents the accumulated excess capacity in period t . There are two problems with allowing negative values for u t . First, unlike unmet demand, excess capacity cannot be carried over from one period to the next. If a configuration is chosen in time period j whose RCCE results in excess capacity, with respect to the arrival demand, this excess capacity has no effect on meeting the arrival demand in period j + 1. Second, in a given period when choosing among configurations that meet the arrival demand we do not want to encourage the model to select the configuration (RCCE) with the greatest excess arrival capacity. Selecting the RCCE with the largest excess arrival capacity would always lead to configurations with the most active runways available. Consequently, we seek to discourage solutions in which u t is allowed to be negative. In order to enforce this condition, the value of the coefficients for u t in the objective function must be chosen carefully. Assuming that the coefficients of u t are chosen so that u t is non-negative with respect to the maximum possible arrival demand in time period t, we will refer to u t as the unmet arrival demand at time period t . Moreover, we can express the period 1 unmet arrival demand in this form: u u a y follows. We focus on the arrival demand uncertainty since the arrival delay cost is expected to be much higher than departure delay cost (15:1), according to expert views (Dr. Stephen, vice-president of Mosaic ATM, personal communication, 2009) and Zhang and Kincaid (2011) . Although no one that we know of has quantified the costs associated with arrival and departure delays for an aircraft, it is apparent that arrival delays are more difficult to manage due to additional traffic in the airspace near the airport (holding patterns), a fixed time at which landing is imperative (fuel runs out) and rules regulating the number of hours crews and pilots may remain in operation. In the MDTC model, only arrival and departure delay costs are explicitly considered. However, there is also an operating cost associated with each configuration. Each airport schedules employees and equipment to operate the planned configurations and the expected demand. For our purposes, we consider the operating cost to be determined by the number of runways used in a configuration. Furthermore, by introducing an operating cost, we are able to address a difficulty presented by our robust model. Without an operating cost included in our robust model, the configuration with largest capacity is always preferred. Next, we give a modified MDTC model with an operating cost, o kt , and a new decision variable
Let A t denote the decision variable for the arrival delay cost at time period t and let the operation cost be denoted by o kt for each configuration k in each time period t. Adding these to the MDTC model results in the following presented in Box 2.
Here, Q is a polyhedron formed by constraints (3) through (10) of the MDTC model. We remove the nonnegative constraint, constraint (11), for u t and use appropriately chosen values of the coefficients c t and e t to control the effect of u t . A t is used to form constraints (14) and (15). A t expresses the arrival delay cost for time period t . Constraint (14) models the cost resulting by unmet arrival demand at time period t , that is, the per unit delay cost, c t > 0 , times the unmet arrival demand, u t , when u t ≥ 0 . Constraint (15) models the cost due to excess capacity when meeting the arrival demand in time period t , that is, the per unit excess capacity cost, e t > 0, times the excess capacity, u t , when u t < 0 . Both the total delay cost and the total excess capacity cost are non-negative. Because the model is a minimization problem, A t is equal to the larger of the total unmet demand cost and the total excess capacity cost. Now, we are able to obtain the robust optimization model (ROM). Assume, in constraints (14) and (15), a a a l
Here, a j 0 is the nominal value of a j , and a j is the range of uncertainty for a j . Thus, a j takes values according to a symmetric distribution with mean equal to the nominal value
. Γ t is the robust price in time period t . A method for calculating the robust price can be found in Bertsimas and Sim (2004) . An additional discussion of the robust price is presented in later (29) and (30) is feasible and bounded, by strong duality the optimal objective value of this auxiliary linear programming problem is equal to the optimal objective value of its dual. Thus, solutions to the primal auxiliary linear programming problem can be found by solving the associated dual problem presented in Box 6.
Note that g t is the dual variable for constraint (25) and h jt are the dual variables for constraint set (26). Based on Bertsimas and Sim (2004) and Bertsimas and Thiele (2006) , reinjecting the dual of the auxiliary problem, we have following robust optimization model presented in Box 7.
Box 3.
The variables g t and h jt quantify the sensitivity of the cost to small changes in the key parameters of the robust approach, namely, the overall level of conservatism in the model and the bounds of the uncertain variables. At each time period t , ( )
represents the worst-case deviation of the cumulative demand from its nominal value, subject to the budgets of uncertainty. Therefore, in constraint (37), it has the largest positive demand deviation and, as such, the demand is considered as the maximum possible arrival demand. Also, constraint (38) has the largest negative demand deviation and the demand is considered as the minimum possible arrival demand. The robust model controls the level of robustness of solutions by adjusting Γ t , which balances objective performance and uncertainty. Alternatively, (37) and (38) in the robust model can be viewed as chance constraints, as described in Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (1998 , 1999 , 2000 , Γ t is selected so that the desired probability of a constraint violation due to the uncertain parameters is achieved. We note that although we have focused exclusively on arrival demand uncertainty, the model is easily extended to address departure demand uncertainty.
Furthermore, we notice that in our model that the unmet demand cost in constraint (37) should not be tight (not satisfied as equality). The unmet demand cost modeled in constraint (37), should be less restrictive than constraint (38). The reason for this is that constraint (37) models the capacity to serve the maximum possible arrival demand and, as we have previously noted, the excess capacity of serving arrival demand in any time period cannot be accumulated for use in later time periods. Therefore, e t should be positive and much Γ is nonnegative in the constraints (38), meaning that u t denotes the unmet arrival demand with respect to the maximum possible arrival demand. Both constraints (37) and (38), derived from constraints (14) and (15) respectively, are necessary. When 0 < << e c t t
, constraint (37) pushes the model to have higher capacity so that the arrival demand is satisfied. On the other hand, constraint (38) prevents the model from acquiring unnecessary capacity. Thus, the model balances these conflicting goals and allocates resources accordingly.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND ENVIRONMENT
We have 1646 entries of hourly recorded data from the John F. Kennedy (JFK) international airport in New York. Each record contains hourly information about arrival/departure demand patterns and weather conditions (presented in Table 1 ). (The data are recorded in fifteen minute time increments, but it appears that the hourly observations are simply divided by four to fill in the fifteen minute data fields.)
In the JFK dataset, there are two types of arrival/departure demand records, referred to as entries in the JFK data. One is estimated demand, which is used to schedule future runway configurations. The other one is real demand, which records the true number of arrival/departure demand. Table 1 is an excerpt from the JFK data set showing the sum of 1646 records of arrival/departure demands in each hour. The EtmARR column is the estimated arrival demand. The EtmDEP column is the estimated departure demand, while the TrueARR column is the true arrival demand. Lastly, the TrueDEP column is the true departure demand. For the test cases, the time window is 5 hours resulting in 20 time periods, with 15 minutes for each period. Moreover, we choose the busiest 5 hour time period so that the performance of our models is evaluated in the most extreme situation available. Consequently, we choose hours, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, which are boldfaced in Table 1 to be our trace driven sample set. The estimated demand and weather information for these 5 hours are stored in two tables. Both tables are 1646 ×10. One table is for demand, and the other one is for weather information. Table 2 and Table 3 are truncated examples of the demand and weather tables respectively. In the demand table, from the 1st to the 5th column (A1 to A5), we store the estimated arrival demand. From the 6th to the 10th column (D1 to D5), we store the estimated departure demand. A1 and D1 are corresponding to hour 17; A2 and D2 are corresponding to hour 18 and so on. The weather table is similar to the demand table except that WD is for wind direction and WS is for wind speed (in knots). The fractional numbers in Table 2 The stage 1 data generator uses a trace driven method to randomly select 30 instances from the busiest 5 consecutive hours of aggregated estimated arrival/departure JFK data (see Table 1 ). Each instance contains information about the arrival demand, departure demand and weather (wind speed and wind direction). The data generator yields data with characteristics taken from the 5 consecutive busiest hours in the JFK dataset (resulting in 20 fifteen minute time periods). Each hour contains an entry for the number of arrivals and the number of departures. As a result, the 5 selected hours of data result in a matrix with rows indexed on the hourly observations (1 to 1646) and ten columns (see Table 2 ). Weather information is stored in a similarly constructed matrix (see Table 3 ). Each row is an hourly observation. Starting with the first column, the stage 1 generator randomly selects four rows out of each column. Weather information is selected independently. Next, given the weather information, crosswind is calculated. In our experiments, the threshold value of the crosswind for all runways is set at 7 knots, i.e. if crosswind is bigger than 7 knots, the runway cannot be used. Then, the feasible configurations, K t , for each time period, t , are preprocessed and determined by the crosswind. Once K t for all t is determined, the MDTC model with operating cost is able to construct schedules for the runway configurations. In particular, the operating cost is included in both MDTC model and ROM model at stage 1. But, for ROM, we require an additional piece of information--the robust price, Γ t , for each time period t . As we mentioned earlier, the value of Γ t can be related to a chance constraint. For our experiment, we determine Γ t so that the constraint is guaranteed to be met at least 95% of the time (the probability of a constraint violation is less than 5%). Also, we assume that the reliability of the information decreases with the number of time periods into the future. Hence, under otherwise identical conditions, the robust price will be smaller in period 1 than in period k (>1). Once we have found the appropriate Γ t values, we can use the ROM model to find a robust schedule. The solutions to the competing models are referred to as the MDTC schedule and the ROM schedule.
For estimated arrival demands, we uniformly generate four distinct integers between 1 and 1646. Then, we pick 4 entries from column 1 according to these four integers. If the value of an entry is fractional, we round it to the nearest integer. For those entries with fractional value 0.5, we round them down. This Table 3. Weather table sample table   WD1  WD2  WD3  WD4  WD5  WS1  WS2  WS3  WS4  WS5   1  190  190  180  180  0  4  3  5  4  0   …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …   1646  180  180  180  180  180  8  10  10  12  9 process is repeated to draw data from columns 2 through 5. The resulting 20 entries are our estimated arrival demands. For estimated departure demands, the procedure is the same except that we use columns 6 through column 10 from the demand table. Next, we draw weather information from the weather table. To do this, generate an integer, i , uniformly between 1 and 1646. Then, for row i of the weather table, columns 1 to 5 give the wind direction for our 5 hour time interval. Columns 6 to 10 are the wind speed for our 5 hour time interval. Table 4 lists the robust prices, Γ t , that are equivalent to a 5% chance of a constraint violation due to the uncertain parameters, which are affected by the uncertainty in a t in each of these instances. The values of Γ t are calculated following Bertsimas and Sim (2004) who proved that the probability that the i th constraint is violated satisfies: For our computational experiments we chose the probability of a constraint violation to be less than 5% and is denoted by B t t ,Γ ( ) .
In Bertsimas and Sim (2004) , there are three ways to calculate the robust price, Γ t . We chose method 3 since the number of time periods is relatively small, only 20 time periods. The method is easy to compute and, as we will see, performs well. The formula used in method 3 is:
w h e r e t i s c u r r e n t t i m e p e r i o d , 
For t = 20 , the computed value of Γ = 14 4
. . Then, to ensure that the constraint violation probability of 5% is met requires that only 14 4 20 72
. / % ≅ of the uncertain data be covered. But for constraints with fewer uncertain data, for example when t = 2 , the computed value of Γ = 2 . This is too strong for our model because our model includes time transitivity. Therefore, we assume that the reliability of the information decreases as the number of time periods increase. Hence, in the earlier time periods, (e.g. t = 2 ) the robust price in Table 4 is smaller than the value computed by method 3. This means that the uncertainty of the parameters lie in relatively narrower ranges.
At Stage 2, 10 real instances are generated from each of the stage 1estimated instances. After compare the difference between the estimated demand records and their corresponding real demand records in JFK data, we use the following method to generate "real" demand values: (1) where the Z is a standard normal variate, RD is the real arrival demand, and ED is the estimated arrival demand. In these two steps, parameters, 2, 0.27, 0.969, 0.0534 and 0.902, and the normal distribution are derived from the difference between estimated demand records and their corresponding real demand records in the JFK data. (3) After we obtain RA or RD , we round any fractional part (up or down with equal probability) yielding integer values for RA and RD. For each time period's demand, the above equations are used to calculate the corresponding real demand. A Monte Carlo simulation is used to evaluate the performance of these two models. In the simulation, the MDTC and ROM schedules are used to satisfy real arrival/departure demands. Hence, at stage 2, the configurations are fixed based on its corresponding the MDTC schedule and ROM schedule from stage 1 for each stage 2 real instance. Then, real instances data are plugged in MDTC model for the Monte Carlo simulation. Here, the MDTC model does not include the operating cost because the configurations are fixed based on stage 1 results.
The cost parameter values in the MDTC and ROM models are difficult to estimate. Actual cost data for arrival delays and departure delays, as well as the operating cost a given configuration, are not readily available. Instead we use relative costs following expert views (Dr. Stephen Atkins, vice-president of Mosaic ATM, personal communication, 2009). As discussed in section 3, the arrival delay cost is assumed to be 15 times larger than the departure delay cost. Consequently, we set c t = 15 and g t = 15 . To enforce the nonnegative constraint on u t , we need 0 < e c t t
. In our tests, e c t t = 0 2 . * is used in each time period. Similarly, the operating cost estimates are given relative to the number of runways. Thus, the operating cost of a configuration with two runways is 5. The operating cost for a three runway configuration is 7.5 while a four runway configuration is 10. That is, we assume additional effort is needed to manage a configuration with more active runways according to expert views (Dr. Stephen Atkins, vice-president of Mosaic ATM, personal communication, 2009) .
Both the MDTC and ROM models are written in AMPL and solved with Gurobi 2.0. All tests ran on machines which have 2 Opteron 2.6 GHz, dual-core processors, 20 GB RAM. Relative mixed integer optimality gaps of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05 were used in the computational experiments.
ROM EXAMPLE AND THE COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
Here, we use a toy example to illustrate our models and computational experiments. In this example, we assume there are four time periods and three available configurations. Also, we ignore weather effects. Thus, any of the three configurations may be used in any time period. The arrival delay cost, c t , is 15 and the departure cost, q t , is 1. A penalty cost to transition between configurations of 10% of the original RCCE capacity is used. For the ROM, ak , the varied range of uncertainty of a k , is 4. The operating cost of a configuration is chosen as 5, 7.5, and 10 for two, three and four runways respectively in this example. Table 5 contains the estimated arrival/ departure demand for four time periods. Based on the data in Table 5 , we solve the MDTC and ROM models to obtain the schedule for the configurations over the four time periods. Table 6 contains the robust price ( Γ t ) associated with a 5% chance of a constraint violation in time period t for t = 1 2 3 4 , , , . Plugging in the parameter values yields the following ROM Model presented in Box 8.
Constraints (44) to (54) are the key differences between ROM and MDTC models. At stage 1, we use objective function including operating cost for both models and determine the MDTC schedule and the ROM schedule by solving the AMPL models with Gurobi 2.0. Table 7 lists the two schedules at stage 1. We see that the MDTC model picks configuration 1 for time periods 1 and 4 and configuration 2 for time periods 2 and 3. The ROM model picks configuration 2 for all 4 time periods.
At stage 2, we first generate the "real" demand based on the demand in Table 5 . In this toy example, 5 "real" demand instances are generated. Table 8 lists the real arrival/departure demand of the 5 instances at stage 2. For example, the real arrival demand in time period 1 is 12 for instance 1. The estimated arrival demand in time period 1 is 8 at stage 1. We obtain 12 as the real arrival demand in period 1 for instance 1 by computing: 12 8 4 0 27 0 969 1 1812 8 4 = + + = + * . . * . , where 8 is the estimated demand, 1.1812 is a s t a n d a r d n o r m a l v a r i a t e , 4 0 27 0 969 1 1812 * . . * . + is the difference between the estimated demand and the real demand. The fractional part is rounded down here. Parameters 4, 0.27 and 0.967 are used to illustrate this procedure only. To evaluate the performance of the MDTC model, we first fix the configurations as chosen by the MDTC schedule from stage 1 (1221). Then, we evaluate the MDTC schedule by running our Monte Carlo simulation and collect the performance of the schedule (1221) for these 5 real instances. For the ROM model, we repeat the process except that the fixed configurations are the ROM schedule from stage 1 (2222). The MDTC formulation with demand data from Instance 3 in Table 8 for MDTC schedule at stage 2 is given in Box 9.
The MDTC formulation of Instance 3 is smaller than might be expected since the runway configurations are fixed to be 1, 2, 2 and 1 for each of the 4 time periods respectively. As a result of fixing the configurations, the RCCE and switching constraints are not needed. Also, the objective function does not consider operating cost. An additional outcome of fixing the configurations in each time period is that the operating cost is fixed, 5 7 5 7 5 5 25
. , at stage 2 and we can focus on evaluating the delay cost of the configurations schedule obtained at stage 1. Configuration 1 has two piecewise segments which are represented by (59) in period 1 and configuration 2 has four piecewise segments which are represented by (60) and (61) in period 2. Constraints (62), (63) and (64) have a similar meaning for time periods 3 and 4. To better explain the RCCE, we take configuration 2 as an example. Its RCCE consists of four piecewise segments, as presented in Box 10.
There is a set of α β γ , , values associated with each piecewise segment. For instance, in (82), α β γ = = − = 31 2 1 , , . The formulation to evaluate the ROM schedule for these instances is similar to the one above. The difference is that the runway configurations are fixed to be 2, 2, 2 and 2 for these 4 time periods respectively. We run the Monte Carlo simulation to test the performance of both the MDTC and ROM models. The results are given in Table 9 . The example illustrates how the collected information is used in the computational experiment. The operating cost follows as a result of the stage 1 solution. At stage 2, the delay cost for each instance is computed. The total cost is the sum of the operating and the delay costs. 
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
In this section we return to the 20 time period data generated from the JFK dataset and compare and contrast the solutions found by the MTDC and ROM models. For the ROM model, we provide computational experience with a branch and bound stopping condition, the gap between the bound and the current best feasible solution. Table 10 contains the solving time of the ROM computational tests for relative mixed integer programming gaps of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05. The first column is the average value, the second column is the median value and the last one is the 90th percentile. To compare the performance of these two models, we compute the total cost of the solutions given by each of the models. Air traffic control managers need tools to help make decisions regarding when to change from one configuration of runways to another. Both MDTC and ROM models can serve this purpose by providing schedules for configuration changes. Furthermore, there appears to be a tradeoff between delay cost and operating cost (see Table 11 ). Optimizing with respect to delay cost only may lead to configuration choices with large operating costs. Therefore, we use the total cost to evaluate the performance of a solution. Table 11 provides the average cost of the "real" stage 2 instances, 290 instances for 0.01 gap case and 300 instances for others. The box-plots in Figure 4 , as in the Appendix, correspond to the first 3 rows given in Table  11 are for ROM models. Delay01, Operating01 and Total01 denote the delay cost, operating cost and total cost, respectively, for the ROM model when gap is 0.01. Delay02, Operating02, Total02, Delay05, Operating05 and Total05 are defined similarly. Overall, the total cost of ROM is smaller than that of MDTC, decreasing by an average of about 60 units cost with 0.01 gap, 57 units cost with 0.02 gap and 53 units cost with 0.05 gap. Relatively, total cost is decreased by about 18% using ROM. The performance of ROM decreases a very small amount, less than 3%, when the gap increases from 0.01 to 0.05. Considering the running time factor, setting gap to be 0.02 has the best balance between efficiency and performance. Figure 5 , as in the Appendix, contains the box-plots of the cost of the ROM model with 0.02 gap and that of the MDTC model. DelayMDTC, OperatingMDTC and TotalMDTC are the delay cost, operating cost and total cost respectively of the MDTC model. Delay02, Operating02 and Total02 are the delay cost, operating cost and total cost for the ROM model. From the computational results, we can safely conclude that, by addressing uncertainty in the arrival demand, the ROM yields a better solution than the MDTC model from a total cost perspective. However, there is a price of this robustness, and it is seen in the operating cost. Compared to the MDTC model, the operating cost of the ROM model is about 11%, 13.6 units cost, higher on average across all three optimality gap settings. Fortunately, by paying this additional operating cost, the delay cost goes down significantly. On average, the ROM model saves about 69.8 units of the delay cost, which is enough to overcome the increase in operating cost. Thus, the total cost of the ROM model is lower than that of the MDTC model.
Recall the one unsolved instance out of 30 (see Figure 3 and Table 10) when the optimality gap was 0.01 and the running time limit was one hour. Next, we allow the relative mixed integer Table 12 contains the results. As expected, the solving time decreases as the gap increases. When the gap is 0.05, the solve time is 1.53 seconds, but the solution quality degrades dramatically (more than double the total cost of the 0.02 gap solution). However, the 0.02 gap results are quite good. The solve time is 29.77 seconds and the total cost of 272.5 is near the average total cost of the other 29 instances (259.70). For this data set there is little to justify the additional computational expense (more than 1 hour) associated with the 0.01 gap. Overall, the difference between the average total costs for the 0.01 gap and 0.02 gap solutions is small (see Table 11 ) for at least a four-fold increase in the solution time. Table 13 contains the configuration schedules found by solving the MDTC and ROM models, respectively, at stage 1 for one test case. Comparing the solutions found by MTDC and ROM in Table 13 we see that not only does the ROM solution make improvements by choosing different configuration change times, but the ROM solution also chooses different configurations. The MTDC solution does not use configuration 12 but the ROM solution does. The difference highlighted in the above MTDC and ROM solutions is representative of the typical ways in which ROM solutions make improvements over the MTDC solutions.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Solutions to the ROM model address the uncertainty associated with arrival demand across all time periods and yield improved solutions when compared to the MDTC model solutions. The configuration schedules found by ROM have lower average delay cost and lower average total cost than MDTC solutions, although the average operating cost for the ROM solutions are larger. Configuration operating costs, o kt , are critical for the ROM model. Without configuration operating costs solutions to the ROM model would result in selecting configurations with as many runways in operation as possible. Removing the sign restriction on u allow us to derive the ROM model and provides better flexibility in the model. On one hand, the model allows configurations with higher capacity. On the other hand, the model discourages unnecessary capacity. Thus, the model balances these conflicting goals and allocates resources accordingly. Furthermore, appropriate values of e t and c t should be chosen carefully in order to reflect the reality that, e t should be positive and much smaller than c t . That is, . Solving time for the ROM model is conducive to practical application (less than 60 seconds) in most trials (roughly 92%) when the gap is 0.02. But there is a tradeoff in computational costs between ROM and MDTC. For example, 1 out of 30 ROM instances is not solved within an hour when the gap is 0.01, but all MDTC cases are solved in less than 1 second. We have not compared our solutions to the configurations recorded in the data set due to these limitations. The first limitation is inaccuracies in both the operating and delay cost information. No studies have been done to estimate the cost of each configuration or the cost of an arrival or departure delay. The second limitation is that the information in the data are recorded hourly, but our solutions are for 15 Both the MDTC and ROM models address the strategic RCM problem. The advantage of these models is that aggregate arrival and departure demand is adequate to make strategic configuration decisions. A key feature of both models is the use of RCCEs. Unfortunately, it is our experience that airports do not collect data and estimate these RCCEs for each possible runway configuration. For example, JFK does not have RCCEs available for any of the runway configurations. Moreover, the ROM model requires cost estimates for the operation of each configuration. Configuration operating costs are currently not available. Lastly, both the MDTC and ROM models require estimates for arrival and departure delay costs.
In the future, we plan to address additional sources of uncertainty, such as weather and departure demand. Ideally we would like to have cost estimates for both arrival and departure delays as well as the operating cost of a configuration for each individual airport. However, until more accurate cost information is available, we plan to examine the sensitivity of our current relative weights with respect to solution quality and solution robustness. Also, we plan to examine the effect of varying the robust prices. Different robust prices might lead to a better balance between feasibility and performance. Lastly, we plan to extend these models for multiple airport (metroplex) RCM problems. 
